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Friday. :N'av. 15
New Mexico. Herneto1ocicnl Socich' dis ..
cussion, ••Ecology of Capulin Mt. NationaJ
Monument:" Biology building, room 189;
7:80 p.m.
Friday Night Dance; --nounty Hunt;enl,'~
Union Balh:oom; 8 p.m.

LQQK

name
II
Dogs!
4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

Poetry reading bY Bill Dodd, Dean Syrac~poulos, from their works; admission free;
KJVa; 8 p.m.
Friday night ntovi~;:: ~·citizen Kane,"
Union theater; 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
. ~>Animation and Abstrnetion." Bell and
Howell's
UNM's

Pro~am

of 12 filrp.fJ. included in

experimen~l
film series.; also
"Great Concert Hall Caper." Popeioy Hall,
7:30p.m.
UNM Stage Bnnd Concert, Fino Arts
Recital Hall; 8;15.
Job interviews for Dade County Public
Schools in Miami, Fla.~ PJ.ncement Center .
.Job interviews for Gfl.IJup ..MeKinley

Union Ballroom: 8·12 p.m.
Saturday night movie: uspn.rtacus,"
Union theater; 7 p,r;n. and 10 p.m.
"U-DO" Do your thing~ ldusic, l)oetry,
chess, theatre. Rap, listen, o-r join in; University Methodist Church Basement: 7:30
p,m.-1 a.m.
Sund!'Y, Nov. 17
Delta Sigma Phi-Alpha KaPPil Psi
Cootbal! game; playing field next to
Johnoon Gym: 1 p.m.
Sunday n:ight movie; ..Spartacua/' Un..
ton tbeater: 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Citizen Kane
An American Classic
Starring Orson Welles
with Joseph Cotten, Agnes Moorehead
and Everett Sloane
S.U.B. THEATRE
fRIDAY 7 & 10 50¢
I.D. REQUIRED

By LaVONNE DeHAINAUT
Staff Writer
James Peirronet, a teacher at
Albuquerque's Del Norte High
School told a Baha'i Student Association meeting last night that
"anomie is a major force in life
today that affects everyone in our
society."
Peirronet defined anomie as an
individual's alienation from himself, his beliefs and values. ''Not
only does man feel confusion
within himself, but he also feels
isolated from tbe rest of humanity,'' he said.
Peirronet cited examples of
man's apathy toward man and
stated that ''there seems to be a
great deal of confusion as to
what is good."
Peirronet said that man also
feels isolation from his job since
he does not realize the whole
product. "A worker today is
merely a part of the process of
production and is a slave to the

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION?
Some critics don't like this novel. It isn't sufficiently highbrow or
avant-garde. It isn't sensational or pornographic. Yet the plot is
unconventional and ignores confonnist taboos. It flouts an old
shibboleth, the double standard of morals, as well as debunking
·some rather inviolate Western history.
Other readers en joy the book. They fin<l it readable and interesting, the story suspenseful, entertaining, even educational. They
re1ish its unusual mixture of dramatic conflict with sharp wit and
irreverent humor, And they aren't offended by an anti-heroine
theme, the portrait of a lady who rc£used to wear a halo.

FOR EACH A WOMAN
By Duane Randolph Hopkins
This is not the most ''literary" novel of 1968. It was not Mitten
by ?" professional novelist, but by an author of popular magazine
fiction whose career goes back to the Roaring Twenties. His short
stories have been translated and reprinted in several foreign
countries.
The author has on hand some first-edition copies of "For Each
A. Woman.'' He will send you a volume, autographed if you
WJsb, for the bookstore price of $4.95, postpaid. Address D. R.
Hopkins, Box 19281, Denver, Colo. 80219. One book reviewer
called this novel "fascinating," and you just might agree.

"A KNOCKOUT OF Auml,.s;
-Crowther, N.Y. '~'•~··~ •

ROMAN POLANSKI'S

children were confused about the
roles of their parents, since there
are working mothers and ineffective fathers.
Pierronet did not present a solution to these problems, but rather left those solutions w the
audience.

machine and technology," he said.
"Family life, also, is not what
it used to be. Each family member
goes his own separate way, perhaps returning home only W
watch the "boob tube' 'together,"
Pierronet said.
Pierronet also stated that some

The area's most complete stereo music center

A DIVISION OF RECCO, INC.

WINROCK CENTER

IU<.I

Want Ads
'JECHNICOLOR•-PANAVI$10N°

FOR SALE or LEAS:& 2 bdm, hardwood
floors 1 nlmost new carpeting: fireplace,

S.U.B. THEATRE
SATURDAY 7 & 10
SUNDAY 6 & 9

FOR SALE or LEASE 2 bd. rrn, hardwood
fioorsJ almost new carpeting~ fire place;
nicely landscaped, formal dining room.
After 6 p.m. call 255·3048. 4132 Marble
NE.

.·:.:.....

·.:

IN
COLOR

YAMAHA 260 Enduro mot<>rbike under
2000 mi. Good condition, bns never been
driven fMt. $650 or best offer, Call 2'7·
4636.

,_-=-_,_,.....;;~~ICES. - - - . . , - FREE MlN! LESSONS for E1telm Wood
Rending DYnamics. Your campua :representative promise!! that you•n be reading faster when you leave than when
you came in. Next Monday night in the
SUB Bt 6:30, room 231 E.
T'Yl'lNG in my home. Pick up Bnd delivery
service to c.o.mpus area only~ 898-'0SSS.

Shows:

2:05
3:25
4:45
6:05
7:25
8:45
10:05

Student
Rates

AWARD
WINNER!
Cannes Film
Festival
•·aF.ST Acrott"

TmENCEstAMP

BESr ACfRESS"
SAMANfHA

ECGAR

tbs

collector

$\arrifl\1 TERENCE STAMP • SAMANTHA EGGAR

Arbnr1J1ilm 1Jfrstiual
SECTION B

fEzJ\.1'1VlTY
a>DCE CI'I'1'

PART I

ADVERTISING IS A LONO WOrlD
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Monday, November 18, 1968

Board 'Unfair to Town Students'

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
Student Senator Steve van Dresser announced he would present a
bill to the ASUNM Senate calling for
a study of the student standards
system.
The announcement came at the
Student Affairs Committee meeting
Friday after more than half an hour
of discussion concerning the standards system. The committee post-

NEW YORK (UPI) - Sen. Edward M. Kennedy said Sunday the
concept of a professional army staffed by volunteers instead of draftees
raised the possibility that "with an
all-mercenary force we may be less
hesitant in embarking on foreign
adventures,"
Nonetheless, Kennedy said the
concept deserved consideration. The
idea was advocated by PresidentElect Richard M. Nixon during his
campaign as one that could be adopted after the Viet Nam war is settled.
uThe concept of a voluntary army
has appeal," Kennedy said, "although
it must be carefully studied both for
its costs, which could be astronomical, and the possibility that with an
all-mercenary force we may be less
hesitant in embarking on foreign
adventures. 1'
Civilian Service Proposed
Kennedy, D~Mass., also ca1led for
consideration of "the possibility of
offering civilian service as an alternative to the draft, in time of peace."
Kennedy made his observations in

Dean Now Working
On Hours Proposal

DOUBLE

PULP

l.D, REQUIRED
50¢

.. ·.·.·

PORTABL:E German Triumph Tipps type.
writer, excellent condition. $35. 247-2516,

HONDA S 90, excellent condition. Used Z
months, trial drive Is desired. 1200 miles.
Owned ):Jy 11 timed girl. $240. Call 247·
4636.
C~:MPLETE SET of cbol)pcr pipes
{ehromed & upswept for Harley chopper.
Also, 2 pe seat set up for choppers,
Seats by Bates nnd arc nenr)y new.
Price for nil above, $50. Grant. ').15 D
Harvard SE.
LADY'S BRAND NEW Mouton fur abort
jacket. Dark brown. Si•e 10-12, $25.
Lady's Benrus Swiss Citation wareh,
~10. 842-8056 all day.
BRAND NEW unol)enod Stereo Records.
Mostly popular. @2.00 each (owner
switching to tape3); 842-8056 nll day.
FOR SALE to best offer nbove $.95. Mamiya...Sekor'a Tower :37. Sinsle lens re-r
flex 35 with 48 mm notmnl and 85 wide
.angle lenses. Excellent condltian-recent
overhaul. Contact Stephen Part nt Dept.
of Music, 277-2126 or message to Art
Dept.
681 RENAULT R-10, 17,925 actual miles,
AM·.FJ\1-SW radio, llke new condition, 30•
35 milea: Per t;:n.llon, ~eellent tires. Hs.ve
company car, must sell. Call 344-1261.

Vol. 72

~
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poned action pending results of van
Dresser's bill in the Senate.
The student affairs committee also
agreed to vote at its December 6
meeting on a resolution recommending a police-student-faculty-administration meeting to discuss the
problem of alleged "police harassment1' on and near the campus.
Specific Cases
Several committee members including van Dresser and Dr. Lester

"-

Libo, associate professor of psychiatry, said they knew of specific cases
of harassment.
The committee is concerned about
student standards because whether
a student is convicted or acquitted,
the fact that he appeared before
Standards remains on his permanent
record.
Ann Penny, a committee member,
said cases involving town students
go directly to student standards

Kennedy Reviews Draft Revisions

FOR SALE
FOR SALE c-omplete. set Encyco!edia Brit"tanica, 1967 Edition with 68 & GU supplement (new). $375. cnsh. Call a(ter 5 p.m.
842-8919 0 242·3701.
nicely landsc-npcd, formal dining rm.
After 6 p.m. 256-3048. 4132 Marble NE.

9:00 ONLY

EW
EX lCD

Environmental Alienation

Anomie Major Life Force
County PubJic S~hools: Placement Center.
Saturday, Nov. )..6
Saturday Nigbt Dance; ~'Shnndels,"

J

Friday, November 15, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Dean Helen Whiteside, UNM dean
of women, is now considering an
A WS women1s hours proposal passed
last week in its final form by the
AWS Council.
The proposal contains an amend~
ment addl:ld by the A WS executive
board that hours should be enforced
for both first and second semester
freshmen. In earlier voting, the A WS
Council had dropped hours restric~
tions for second semester freshmen.
Dean Whiteside refused to comml:lnt to The Lobo on her reaction to
the resolution. She said she would
take action on the proposal "within a
month."
The resolution exempts all upperclassmen from hours regulations and
sets hours for freshmen as 12 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday, and 2
a.m. Friday and Saturday.
Freshmen are defined as ua new
entrant into college who has notresided in University housing for two
semesters." Freshmen 21 years of
age or older are exempted by the proposal from hours regulations.

a review he wrote for the New York
Times book review of a new book,
"Selective Service: Conflict and Compromise" by Harry A. Marmion, of
the American Council on Education.
Marmion's book examines why congress failed to reform the draft, despite widespread calls for change,
when it extended selective service
last year.
A longtime advocate of reform;
Kennedy shared Marmion's condemnation of the system as it now operates.
"Here is an institution designed
for a kind of wal' that will never
again be fought," Kennedy wrote.
"It is wholly UIU'ealistic in terms of
modern military manpower needs.
Unev-en, Unfair
''The draft operates unevenly, unfairly and unpredicatably. The poor
are inducted while the more affluent
are allowed to hide in what Kingman
Brewster (president of Yale University), has called 'the endless cata~
combs of formal education'. With no
uniform national standards for classification and induction, accidents of
geography as well as wealth determine who is drafted."
"At a time when 40 per cent of
the army personnel killed in Viet
Nam are draftees, the need for. fairness and uniformity is more than

good public policy. It is a matter of
life and death."
Kennedy renewed his call for these
reforms : random selection, a system
to pick the relatively few needed
from the larger manpower pool of
those who are available; national
standards, elimination of college deferments in time of war, transfer of
the selective service to civilian control and consolidation and centralization of the nation's 4,000 local draft
boards.
Mobilize Public for Change
Kennedy said that the chief fac~
tor in the failure of congress to
adopt changes which were approved
by the senate but killed by the house
"was that no real effort was made to
mobilize a majority of the public
for change.
"Older citizens who served in the
military felt that if the draft was ·
good enough for them to suffer
through, it was good enough for the
young.
"No one reminded them where
they would be, had their elders taken
the same fatalistic view of influenza
and tuberculosis. Nor was there any
effort to explain the vast differences
between conscription for a World
War II army of 12 million men and
the limited needs-and greater manpower pool-of today," he said.

Study
whereas most cases involving dorm
students go to dorm standards first.....
The dorm proceedings, if they aren't
appealed. to student standards, are
not put on the student's record.
Ask Town Standards Board
Some committee members wanted
a lower town standards board similar
to the dorm standards board. Mias
Penny said, that when compared to
the lower dorm board, "Town kids
don't have anything."
Other committee members pointed
out that appealed traffic ticket cases
go to student standards. Tony Bull,
committee chairman, said, "If you're
convicted of a traffic offense and
don't appeal, you're all right. If
you're convicted and win your appeal, it's still on your record."
Van Dresser said that putting
stanC!ards cases on a student's record
was "a threat to those that would
appeal parking tickets."
Solution to Record Problem
Dr, Libo said the record problem
could be solved if all traffic violators
would "flood Standards with minor
cases to establish that everyone1s
been there (at Standards) so there
will be no stigma attached to appear~
ing before standards."
In other committee business, ;t ~
was decided to have Dr. Jerome
Levy, assistant professor of psychiatry, speak at the next committee
meeting about the professional eounseling services on campus.
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum, associate
professor of psychology, said at the
meeting, "Professional psychiatric
counseling here is inadequate for a
university of this size."
Rosenblum also stressed however,
that "the administration is not unaware of the problem."
During the committee meeting, a
parking resolution was tabled pending action by a Student Senate Parking Committee.

Protesters' Cases
Will Be Reviewed
A Student Standards meeting will

L(>bo Ph<>to b1 Grant Hal'Vey

Lobo Express

The n:ew (well, it's new to The Lobo) . delivery
wagon smoltes acroSs campus with it's first load
ol' Lobos to the anxious students awaiting the
n~~ws. The three-wheeled cycle is a reject from the
MCI>a, Arizona postal service.

he held this Wednesday to hear the
case of three U'NM Students involved
in a Watch-In demonstration during
NROTO relays on Zimmerman field.
The hearing for Manuel Wright,
Allen Cooper, and Larry Russel will
be held in the Kiva at 7:15 p.m. and
will be open to the public.
The announeement of the hearingr
was made in letters to the three students sent November 15 and signed
by E. James Smith, associate dean
of students. The letters said, "In
compliance with the expressed
wishes of both the students and the
complaining party, the hearing will
be open to the public/'
The th1·ee students were fitst suspended for their part in the demonstration and then reinstated a:fter
protests from students and faculty
who :felt the students had been
denied due process.
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Til~ N~w Mexico Lobo l.s published
daily every reg~lar week of '"a Univer-

LOBO

ROBERT BURTON
Editor-in-Chief

sity year by the Board of Stud•mt Pllhli,atlons of tho Am~ciated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
llnan~ially a$Satiated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Me~ico, 871()6. Subserlpl'ion rflte is $5
for the academi~ year.
The opinions expresse!l on the edihnlal
pages of The Lobo are those of the
autl!or solely. Unsighed opinion I$ that
af the editorial board of Tho Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represenli the views
of tho Associated Stvdents or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico.

WAYNE CIDDJO

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

To The Editor:
OFFERS AMENDMENT
TO EDITORIAL
To The Editor:
The University is a conservative institutiPn, or ought to be.
That is, it ought to conserve what
is good, what is bast, in our tradition, Our tradition includes at
least 31000 years of thought and
effort, Since those who make policy in the United States have
consistently chosen to betray what
is best in the American tradition
as wen as the world's histo:ry, a
conservative institution like the
university MUST of necessity
consistently oppose these betrayals.
I would suggest a. slight change
in The Lobo's articulate and sane
comment on the vetition of the
The Associated Women Students (AWS) have at long 1200. The :Paper said it would
"vilify, degrade, and ridicule any
last passed an hours resolution that will, if passed by Dean law,
policy or institution we find
of Women Helen Whiteside; eliminate hours for all but first lacking." Just to keep tha language precise - in the English
and second semester freshmen women.
Department we try to conserve
The Lobo, in hearty agreement with AWS President Louise the
meaning of words - I would
Bazan, is "very hopeful" that Dean Whiteside will take have it read that we will vilify,
action on the hours proposal in time for its implementation degrade and ridicule any law,
policy or institution which is vile,
next semester.
degrading or ridiculous.
AWS and its president came under fire from The Lobo
If the 1200 agree to throw out
early this semester for what seemed to be unwillingness or all the laws and institutions which
vile, degrading or ridiculous,
inability to present Dean Whiteside with an hours proposal. ara
I'm sure the students will like
After discussions with A WS council and executive council their elders a great deal more.
members, however, it became apparent that it was the In- Might even respect tham - when
«o something rasvectable.
dians rather than the chiefs who were responsible for the they
(By the way, respectable does not
agonizing:delay.~~-~-- _______ ~~- ~-- ~-- ....
mean wearing a coat and tie, havAs soon as A WS was able to get its constituency pointed ing a bank acc6unt and keeping
.~the right direction, it didn't take long for the executives the mouth shut; strangely enough,
of respect.)
to put together a proposal that seemed acceptable to the it means worthy Eliot
Glassheim

Editorial

Hours Progress

majority of women at UNM.
Now it is Dean Whiteside's turn to prove her willingness
to move UNM's women sudents out of Victorian times. :Many
women students have indicated optimism that the Dean
would respond favorably to a proposal that was 11Well-thought
outu by those whom it would effect.
Dean Whiteside refused to voice a reaction to the proposal. Her refusal cannot and should not be analyzed. Speculaion serves little purpose in this instance. Speculation,
thought at tinies ente1:"taining, often acts as an irritant
rather than a stimulant.
Never before has a proposal with such potential come before the dean. The hours proposal reflects a desire to update
antiquated attitudes towards individual maturity and re. sponsibility.
There might be plaintive cries from those individuals1 and
unfortunately frotn some of the women students themselves,
who believe that young women of college age should not have
·the power to exercise their own maturity. But such cries
should not be taken· to heart. They are the same cries that
accompany any effort to e(lua1ize the imbalance of power.
We ean only ask that Dean Whiteside take prompt action
in passing the proposal and making an invaluable contribution to the development of UNM as a learning center for
mature adults.

NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR
WIRE EDITOR
NIGHT EDITOR
STAFF WRITERS

CARTOONISTS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
BUSINESS SUPERVISOR
ADVERTISING MANAGER

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
CAMPUS CIRCULATION

MAILING

Grant Harvey
Gre~ce

PETITION THREATENS
CHANGE
To The Editor:
I wonder if the signers of the
"lawbreakers'; petition circulating throughout the state (if they
were not versuaded in ()ne way or
another to sign it) realize what
they did and why?
Something like that baing put
into action would be all that would
be required to turn me from an
onlooker into a militant. "To bar
from the university and campus
a11. persons or grpups who use the
universit1 as a forum to advocate
disobediance of the laws of the
U.S.••• and vilify, degrade, and
ridicule laws, polices; and .institutions of the nation • • ." is a
direct threat to democracy and if
fighting against this kind of bigotry is all that can be done, then
I'd rather do it than stand by and
watch democracy trampled upon.
The petition threatens the
about. It is clearly a response to
which is what democracy is all
tha triumph of the extreme right
wing "law and order'' facism of
the type that police used on the

Letters a~e welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words type.
written, double spaced. Name, telephone number and address mlll!t be
included, although name will be
withheld upon requ""t.

North Carolina students on Nov.
11.
I would hesitate to take over

buildings, but I would certainly
not hesitate to advocate action
against brutality, racism, bigotry,
injustice, aggression, imperialism,
stupidity, corruption and misinformation that plainly exists in
the United States more than the
signers seem to realize.
But if that vecy right is taken
away (the right to advocate such
reform), then taking over buildings is logically the only solution left. Of course, the obvious
reply to that is, "why don't you
constructively communicatE! with
the administration?"
But the administration, more
than anybody, ought to know that
they have "more important'' demands than the students' problems to look after.
Business1 the government, and
the militacy slant their views.
Perhaps the administration's
views that are slanted have something to do with the fact that reforms would expose and threaten
the security of the business, government, military triumverate.
But why do the administration
and the signers of the petition
fail to realize that the students
will have to live with the garbage
that has been created? If we (or
at least I) have to start depending upon, and adding to, it in
order to survive, it may well turn
into a life-or-death strug~le.)
The American power triumverate also depends upon the mass
production~mass consumption concept {planned obsolescence -of
products, both military and commercial.)
This patition is trying to drag
that same concept into education
(or, should I say deeper into education.} The signet'S hope to
mass produce people for business,
have them conform to government irregularity, and mould
them into the militacy way of
life. Democracy would then turn
into an emotional word like "apple pie" with little meaning and
less use.
Name Withheld by Request

DISLIKES EDITORIAL
TP The Editor:
I read with considerable interest, and· some Jlausea, your editorial of November 13, concerning the petition signed by 1200
New Mexicans. Aside from your
vulgar terminology, ther~ is a
great weakness in your excuse
for logic.
Y PU suggest that the 1200 gp
peddle their ideas sPmewhere alae,
that they not interfere with the
university. Well kid, you miss the
point that this school is not your
private property. This is a state
school owned by the people of
New Mexico, including those 1200
petition signers. They vay most
of the bills of this establishment,
and a lot of the bills of the students who go here. They have
every right and evecy responsibility to take an interest in what
goes on here.
In spite of what ethnocentric
(and otherwise idiotic} editors
say, a university is not an indapendent unit, but is a part. of a
larger community, and is answerable to that community. (Of
course, we could pay about $1,500
a semester tuition, and have our
own school, but I think that this
would ba a blow to liberal education.)
.
The Lobo editors claim to be
liberals, however this liberalism
seems to not apply to mere New
Mexicans. The editors :fail to
realize that this is a democratic
situation where both aides have a
say.
As to your declaration to vilify,
degrade, and ridicule any policy,
or institution that you find lacking, I may point PUt that this is
a two edged sword, and The Lobo,
with its holier-than-thou attitude
toward other groups, makes a
beautiful target.
Jack L. Frain

CHARGES FALLACIOUS
ACCOUNT
To The Editor:
Lou Storm's editorial (Bema)
in Monday's Lobo made some
good points but was generally asinine and requires some comment.
B:is :fallacious account of the demonstration could mislaad people
who believe everything they see in
print.
I was there. (I doubt that he was;
LIKES LOBO
if so, he must ha11e been stoned or
To The Editor:
We are getting together a page something, because he didn't sae
on campus comment, and since what went on.) The three suspendyour publication is one pf the best ed students did NOT join in the
university products in the south- relays. Two people did, and I could
west, we would like from time to identify only one of the Notorious
time to quote from it, with all Threebetweentham.
Secondly; he paints the picture
due credit of course.
May I impose upon you there- as if it was a vicious affair. Ask
fore for a complimentary sub· anyone-there waa spirit of :f'un
scription in return for which we prevailing, until the arrest.
And lastly, juat what the hell is
will place you on our mailing list.
a ''hippie" anyway?
Lloyd Shearer
Charles w. Andrews, Jr.
Parade Magazine

Fraternities, Sororities Reviewed

Visitor Sees Unity

•

Jn

·
pay and we can't do it if we have 1'drop."
By GRACE ARNETT
The third day is theme day, The
rooms,"
said
Mrs.
P.
G.
empty
Wire Editor
former City Panhel- girls decorate their houses, wear
"I am amazed. The Greeks on McHenry,
costumes and serve food. Alpha
lenic president.
yoUI' campus are so unified. I have
"Secondly, we assume the girls Chi Omega served cotton candy
never heard of sororities giving want to live in the houses or they and threw saw-dust on the floor
parties together."
wouldn't have pledged in the first for their "State Fair" theme
party.
Sam Griswold, a University of place," she said.
Each sorority holda memberThe
fraternities
have
much
Texas and a member of Acacia
ship
selection maetings aftar
fraternity, was speaking of Baby more leniem rules on "living-in." avery day of parties. The sororMen are only required to live in
Triad, a stomp dance put-on early the
house for a set number of itiea are dropped by rushees and
in November by the pledges of semesters, usually three or four. the rushees are dropped by sororKappa Alpha Theta, Kappa KapMany Greeks like the living ities.
Day By Day Selection
pa Gamma, and Pi Beta Phi So- conditions in the houses saying
This way, the number of girls
rorities.
the food is better than the dorms
"We have about 33 fraternities and tbera is a more home-like returning to a house is reduced
every day, and the number of
and 2S sororities at UT and the atmosphere.
parties held each day is cut down
Rush
is
Big
ProductiPn
members of one group hardly
Tha biggeat Greek production although the parties are longer.
speak to one another/' he said.
Many girls are refused bids
Greeks at UNM are organized of the year is rush. The sororities during rush because they have
formally through the Inter-Fra- hold formal rush two weeks be- grades that don't meet the miniternity Council (IFC) and Pan- fore school starts in the fall and mum average set by the sorority
hellic Council. Each group sendl! the fraternities, the week after or because they don't have writmembers as representatives to sorority rush. Guidelin~s ~~ore es- ten racommendations from an
tablished for tha week's activities
council maetings.
alumnus of the sprority.
by IFC and Panhellenic.
On Saturday morning, after all
Greek Service Projects
During the summer, those enthe
parties are over, the rushees
Many independents have mis- tering UNM receive packets of
go
to
the Union to sign cards
information
containing
'oonceptions of the Greeks on rush
stating
which sororities they
campus. "The Greeks aren't only forms to return if they wish to want to pledge.
These cards are
social organizations, as many participate in rush. Women matched by Dean Whiteside with
people thing," said Lindy McCall, rushees come to school the first the sorority bid lists-girls the
a member of Kappa Alpha Theta. week in September to participate sororities want as members.
in the hactic week of orientation,
"We have m~~ony service pro- parties, smiles, and anxiety.
"Suicide" Preference
jacts. For example, last Christmas
The first day, every rushee must
Some girls "suicide"-put only
we gave a party for children from go to every sorority house. They one sorority on the preference
an orphanage, sent letters to the are divided into nine groups card-and if that sorority does
soldiers in Viet Nam, and every which are taken to the houses by not have the girl on their list, she
spring, during Greek Week, all dorm counselors-girls chosen by doasn't receive a bid.
Saturday afternoon, the girls
the Greeks go out and clean up each sorority to stay in the dorms
the
rushees
during
the
week.
with
pickup
their bids and go to the
parts of the city," she said. These
house they have pledged. (AcOnly
Counselors
As
Greeks
are only a few of the Greek servEvery effort is made to keep cepting a bid is actually a pledg~
ice projects.
the rushees from learning which ing the sorority.)
' 1Many people think when stusorority the counselors belong to
dents pledge, they make the frat- so they can feel free to talk to
ernity or sorority their whole the counselor.
"Neil Simon writes
campus life," said Ray Schowers,
The second day, the sororities
a member of Sigma Alpha Ep- present ~kits and host seven
very funny plays"
silon fraternity. "That is not true. parties. If the rushees are 110t
-KOSYGIN
Many of us have jobs and others dropped by any houses, then they
are very active in campus activ· must decide which houses she will
ities," he said.
see
DPrm Students KnPws Few
One dorm student commented
STAR SPANGLED
she knew few Greeks because
none of tham live in the donn.
GIRL
Makers
The freshmen girls usually live
lndion Jewelry
in the dorm but the upper class
OLDTOWN
girls live in the houses.
"First of all, we have bills to

The pledges have two semesters
The e}l:cited sorority members
to
"make their grades." Fratern.
await the coming of each new
ities
require a 2.2 and sororities
pledge, screaming with exciterequire
a 2.4 average for initiament when a girl hurries to the
tion.
house.
The sorority members don't
know which of the girls on their
list will pledge and are as an•
commgxious as the rushees to find out
the results of the pairing by the
dean.
Fraternity Rush Informal
Fraternity rush is not so formal. The fraternities have open
house most of the week with intermittent scheduled events such as
parties and dinners. Fraternity
You'll want
rushees are often allowed to
bring dates to some rush functo know.
tions-taboo to sorority rushees
who aren't even allowed to speak
to men during their rush week:.:..-~============

"So What's
The Difference"

IT'S SIMPLY A STEAL TO RENT
A TUXEDO FROM SIMON'S AT
THESE PRICES!

$10.00

COMPLETE OUTFIT:
Includes Shirt, Suspenders,
Cummerbund, Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Tie,
Boutonniere,

COAT AND TROUSERS:

$6.50

c~~
; ~M ~"~•1~
~~~rtJ~ ?a ~.,.!Al..;, r11 flt,~ ~
FIRST and GOLD-DOWNTOWN ALBUQUERQUE

THREE
TELLER WINDOWS
TO SERVE YOU
(.

Columbia Recording Artists

Simon and Garfunkel
Presented by ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

The American Bank of Commerce on-campus
branch provides you with the most convenient
means of managing your finances. Ask about
the special student checking account, which
includes free, fully-personalized checks, free
deposit slips, free check register and free checkbook cover with the University Lobo emblem.
No monthly charges! Just pay 10 cents a check.
Savings accounts and other checking services
are also provided. American Bank of Commerce is convenient and professionally pre·
pared to help you.

STAFF

Arnett
Sarah laidlaw
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPradet
Pat McGraw, John Miloglav, Anne O'Brien, Shannon
Robinson, Scott Sdndlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith
Susan Craig
Mike Algiers, Sam Hepford, Pat Trujillo
Bob Baldwin, Tony Louderbough, Wayne Ptirks, Richard
Stejskal, Bob lager
Richard Pfaff
Richard McDonald
David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Ishmael Walaitis
David Baker

UNM Greek System

ForA

AMERICAN

Completely Unique EXPERIENCE

BANK of
University Arena Nov. 24, 8:15 P.M.
Tickets on Sale Today
At Activities Center Ticket Booth

Join The

LOBO STAFF
..,,IIIJI~~I!UilRIIII!ltllll!d_ _ _ _ _ _~jl
'

Next To Popejoy Hall Ticket Office 277-3411 & 3412
Mail Orders Send to SUB C/o Simon & Garfunkel
5.00-4.5Q-4.00
1.00 Student Discount In Each Price

COMMERCE
Downstairs
at 'the
New Mexico Union
Call247·1021
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Joan Baez Calls Violent Protest 'Stupid'

LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Folksinger Joan Baez, whose own political activism has landed her in
a few jails, says the new "antipig" philosophy of violent protest
in streets and on campuses is
"stupid."
Disruptive takeovers of university buildings are "irrelevant"
and "downright silly," the Black
Panthers in many ways are "schizophrenic" and what happened
in Chicago was "filthy," she says.
Miss Baez's outrage may surprise some persons. But she makes
clear her attitude does not repreosent a change in her beliefs, but
instead reaffirms her views of
herself as a "very aggressive, but
non-violent soldier."
The attractive, dark-toned singer, 27, a pacifist most of her life,

has ~articipated widely in demonstrations for civil rights and
against nuclear weapons and the
Viet, Nam war.
Refuses to Pay Income Tax
She refuses to pay the bulk of
her income taxes in protest
against the war and production of
armaments.
Her marriage this year to draft
resister David Harris, 22, has apparently crystalized her energies
against the selective service system, and armies in general. Harris was one of the first to organize the resistance, a group
actively opposed to the draft.
She has twice been arrested
and sent to jail for taking part
in non-violent demonsetrations at
the Oakland, Calif. induction center.
"You know there really are no

Professor Discusses
Dominican Situation
By PAT McCRAW
Staff Writer
The Dominican Republic political situation does represent "a
pattern in relationship to the rest
of the world" in spite of the internal chaos in the country, claims
a paper by an associate ~rofes
sor of anthropology at UNM.
Dr. Nancie L. Gonzalez countered a statement by a noted
political scientist who said that
the Dominican Republic political
system "represents complete disorganization and chaos with no
apparent purpose." Dr. Gonzalez
found a pattern.
"What appears to be chaos in
the Domincian political situation
is actually an adapatation of a
small and underdr"leloped country
to the larger industrial system,"
Dr. Gonzalez said. "It is the only
way the Dominican Republic can
adapt."
Gonzales Visits Republic
',__.
The :Paper which Dr. Gonzalez
presented at the University of
Indiana was the result of her
observations while in the Dominican Republic. Dr. Gonzalez, ac~
companied by two Ph.D, applicants, spent 14 months from
July, 1967 to September, 1968,
studying rural to urban migration in the Dominican Republic.
She conducted the study under a
grant from the National Science
Foundation.
"Dr. Gonzalez came to the
conclusion that "although the surface of the :POlitical situation in
Dominican Republic appears to
be chaotic, there is a definite
pattern.''
A Pattern Emerges
When the country is viewed as
an independent unit, it appears
chaotic but when it is viewed in
its relationship to the rest of the
world a :Pattern emerges, she said.
''What matters in a small country like the Dominican Republic
is stable outside contact!! with

.

developed countries," Dr. Gonzalez said, "and the Dominican
Republic has stable out side contacts."
"Small underdeveloped societies
today cannot exist as independent
unities. They are dependent on
the larger industrial system,"
she continued.
"This doesn't mean these countries are without power," Dr.
Gonzalez added. "It is a mutual
system."
Dominican Republic Has Power
Dr. Gonzalez gave an example
of the .power of the Dominican
Republic as its power to make
the U.S. send in 40,000 marines.
"However," she said, "the U.S.
is not dominating and crushing
the Dominican Republic; rather,
both countries mutually benefit
from the association.'' The Dominican Republic gets the dams
and money it wants while the U.S.
gains an ally.
The Dominican Republic and
other small countries can look
to Europe rather than the U.S.
for financial lielp. This may cause
the U.S. to double its interest in
the country, Dr. Gonzalez said.

pigs," she said in an interview to the ~eople in misery who are 1zmg society for international
prior to one of her rare folk con- getting napalm instead of rain murder."
certs. "Calling police pigs is stu- from above. People are dying all
She praised her husband Harpid.''
over the world.
ris, a former Stanford' UniverShe believes men must, when
"Storming the administration sity student body president, for
in conflict, see each other always building is downright silly. The his stand against the draft. He
first as human beings. She cites resistance should be the concern currently is appealing a convicthe non-violent revolution by the of every young man," she said.
tion for refusing to register and
late Indian leader Mahatma
Non-Violence Impractical
she is dedicating a soon-to-beGhandi against the British as
Don't questioners say rwn-vio- released country-western album
her model.
lence is an impractical way to to him.
go about changing the situation?
"Real Change" Answer
"We have a really good team
"I'm not looking for utopia," when we're together," she said.
"My idea of revolution is real
change," she said. "The only real she responded. "There probably ~'He's done it. His whole life can
valid change that could bring it always will be barroom brawls. offer an alternative. I can just
would be when each individual But that is different than organ- say it.''
realizes he doesn't have the right
to take another's life.''
Sitting on a table in the reception room of the sports arena
where she would sing, the slim,
brown-eyed singer said campus
Q. Why did the
demonstrations often are "irrelevant" because to her it seems real
Italians put a
revolution must come off the camclock on top of the
pus.
"A person has to find what
leaning tower
thing it is to which he is going to
pledge his allegiance--his school,
of pisa?
his Mustang, the flag . . .'' she
said.
"I think you have to pledge it
A. What good

is the
inclination
if you don't
have the
time?

The New
Frank Chewiwie
Quintet

Mailed your opinion yet? If you missed the contest rules and
details published in the Nov. !I I.obo you may obtain copies
of that paper at the store or at the Lobo office. Remember, we
arc offering a free S200 diamond ring for the best letter.

Available Now For
Private Parties,
or Any Special Occasion
Modern, Pop & Latin Music
268-4297

JEWELERS

In New York

Pact Ends Teacher Strike
f '·
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NEW YORK (UPI) - An.
agreement was reached Sunday to
end a bitter, city-wide teachers
strike that kept most of New
York's 1.12 million public school
children out of classrooms for
two and a half months.
None of the parties appeared
totally satisfied with the settlement.
A member of the Ocean. HillBrownsville governing board in
the predominantly Negro and
Puerto Rican community whose
transfer of union teachers started
the strike called the agreement an
"outrage" and "total capitulation" to union demands.
Albert Shanker, president of
the United Federation of Teachers, said he was not completely
satisfied with the plan, which includes:
-Suspension of three of seven

Ocean Hill-Brownsville principals
the union wanted ousted.
-Suspension of the local Ocean
Hill-Brownsville board and the
naming of a state trustee to run
the district.
-A three-man
arbitration
panel to rule on disputes in the
city's monolithic school system
which is being decentralized into
33 local boards.
"It is not victory with a capital V," Shanker said of the plan,
But, he added, "We weren't trying to smash anybody."
. Teachers were to meet later
Sunday night to decide whether
to ratify the pact. One rank and
file UFT member, Maureen Vidal,
said she intended to vote against
it.
The pact was announced by
Mayor John V. Lindsay after a
marathon negotiating session at

his official 1•esidence which lasted
for more than 36 hours.
Shanker later told a mass meeting of 18,000 teachers at Madison
Square Garden the "big fight has
been won." He was given a standing ovation but was also booed
and accused of a "sellout" when
terms of the agreement were announced.
The 5chools were expected to
reopen today or tomorrow.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

Sam Johnson

Sam Johnson, one-half of "The
Taboo" Afro dance team, will perform with his partner Jerutha
Donald at Omega Psi Phi's
Sweetheart dance Friday night.

Omegas Schedule Dance
Sam Johnson and Jerutha Donald, a dance team who call themselves "The Taboo," will present
an African ceremonial dance during the intermission of Omega Psi
Phi's sweetheart dance, Nov. 22.
The dance, entitled "A Night
In Jamaica," will be held at the
Aquinas Newman Center. The
evening's activities will include
the coronation of the 1968 Omega
Psi Phi sweetheart, the selection
of a Miss Lampados, and the presentation of a slave line, which
will symbolize unity.
Sweetheart contestants are
Paula Morris, Millie Kazinda,

Brenda Wadley, Barbara Brown,
Sara Ellis, and Phyllis Hunter.

"I almost cried"-PAT PAULSEN

see
[!

STAR SPANGLED
GIRL

66og MENAUL BLVD., N.E.
(Across Menaul from Coronado Center)

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Prices

LANG ELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Present
The Sensational

CITY CENTER
JOFFREY BALLET
FRIDAY, SATURDAY -Nov. 29, 30-8:15

Two Entirely Different Programs

"Your friend for life" AI

He's an easy person to talk with.
And what he can tell you about policies
specially designed for seniors and grad·
uate students is worth listening to. It
can make a lot of difference ih your
future. Talk with him when he calls.
There's never any obligation.

BoutlrweBtBrn
L/ftJ
INSURANCE COMPANY • SINt:P 1Ul3.t
20 Y.~gr__S~ _.~~?=105

Tickets- 6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
Students with Activity Cards- Y2 price
Fac./staff- $1.00 discount either performance
''This is one of the :most stimulating and exciting
programs we have ever presented. You won't believe
your eyes. I strongly recommend it."
W. J. Martin "--Director- Popejoy Hall

Chemical Engineers
Challenge U0 P to Challenge You
UOP is what professional people have made it. .. a leader in:
• petroleum process development
• process plant construction
• air and water management
• specialty organic chemicals
• plastic laminates
• fragrances, flavors and food products
• aircraft seating and'galleys
• truck and tractor seating
• control Instrumentation
• metals and alloys
• fabricated metal products
We have room for you to grow in all these areas.
With UOP, you can apply professional talent in research,
development, engineering, design, manufacturing, marketIng and technical service.
Be sure to talk with a Universal Oil Products Company
representative at your Placement Office on November 19.
Challenge him to challenge you.

better ;deas from
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PRICES AR.E "A&OUT.''

Current scholars major in classics freshly translated by John Meyer
for a great young look. The accommodating little coat has a
convertible collar, detachable hood and huge pockets ~45. The slim,
straight slacks come in wool tartan ~23. Their companion is a
long-sleeved cable pullover in six-ply shetland wool and
marvelous "go with" colors ~28. At discerning stores.
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UNM

Gymnasts

By MIKE PERRY
S}lorts Editor
(Last of a series)
The UNM gymnastics team
opens its season tonight in what
may be a journey down the road

Women's
Volleyball

Arizona offensive guird 'John
Matishak has his own special
block. He calls it his "look-out
block.'' Explains Matisak: "I use
it when two or three guys come
pouring in on me, and I know I'm
not going to be able to stop them
all. Then I turn my head and holler at the quarterback, "Look out
Look out!"

Swing Into Action

to a possible NCAA championship
in March.
Coach Rusty Mitchell will send
his troops into action as part of
an :intra squad meet beginning at
7:30 p.m. in Johnson Gym's main

arena.

Lot of Talent
The Lobo gymnastics team is
loaded with so much talent that
this year's squad may show
enough potential to snatch the
national crown which it narrowly
missed last year.
UNM finillhed its season with
a WAC crown last year and finished a close fifth at the NCAA
finale in Tucson. lt also went
undefeated in 11 matches last
year.
Mitchell, the leading scorer for
the United States in the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, has divided the
Lobos into freshman-sophomore
and junior-senior squads.
15 Competitors
The meet will have fifteen Lobo
gymnallts in action on the floor
exercise, side horse, long horse,
still rings, parallel bars, and the
high bars. The trampoline will
not be included in gymnastics
meets this year as it has been
made a separate sport under
NCAA ruling.
Defending WAC champs and
>Senior co-captains Rich McConnell and Tom Galioto will lead the
junior-senior team while another
defending champ, Stormy Eaton,
will lead the :frosh-soph group
along with conference runner-up
Jim Hruban.
Rounding out the roster for the
junior-senior team will be Bob
Clayton in floor exercise, high
bar, and rings.
Carriere-Manna Star
Dave Carriere, of Walnut,
Calif., will be on the parallel bars
Kathi Raver spikes the ball as and rings; and Bob Manna will
.teammates Linda McDowell (13), compete on the parallel bars and
and Maria Allison (25) wateh. high bar.
John Char:z;uk and Bronx, N.Y.
UNM girls won a triangular volleyball meet over New Mexico junior will work on the side horse
Highlands, and University of AI· and parallel bars, while Taos' Ray
bnquerque this weekend at Carl- Mondragon will be on the rings.
Manna placed second on the
isle Gym.

f

1
We feature
exciting
petites
for the
llophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
.........-,
will agree

Open DallY 10-7
Sunday 12-7

I

1
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parallel bars in last year's WAC
championships behind another
Lobo, Bob Smith. Smith graduated la$t year giving Manna a
good shot at the championship.
Frosh-Soph Team Named
Completing
the
freshmansophomore team will be Dana
Shelley in floor exercise, long
horse, and parallel bars; Mark
Hopkins at floor exercise, side
horse, long horse and high bar;
Jim Royce on floor exercise; Joe
Kinkel at side horse, rings, parallel bars, and high bar; and Bill
Parise on the rings; and Steve
Sapperstein on the high bar.

\
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OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA .
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step up to this rcwardi~g career!
Now is the time to vi~it your local
TWA Flight Ho>tess representative.

Check these TWA Benefits

*Free schooling
- with training
af
weekly.
* monthlr average.
weeks schooling,
**Flights
within
ar to Europe.
Free training in malar European
sal~ry
$6i
Salary after G

$440

U.S.A.

languag~s.

*Travel pass privileges for
after 6 months.
*A wide range of company

p~rents

benefits.

Primary Qualifications
Minimum age 19~. High School Grad·
uate. Excellent health. Unbler.,ished
complexion. Heicht 5'·2''·5'·9'' with
prnportionate weight by TNA stand·
nd. Glasses permitted. Sin&le.

See Your TWA Representative
No phone calls, please.
Mrs. Kathleen Howe
Penthouse Nat'! Bldg.
505 Marquette N.W.
Albuquerque
Wednesday, November 20
10:00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
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TRANS WOILD AIRLINES

-='::~~=D=i~:2::::4:3:=7=90=9::~~~,\~~~=~· I~ull Dpllrtull}' [mp!oycr

Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
p.m. & 4 p.m. ta 6 p.m.
Open most Holidays

Dial 255-5581

One of Albuqverque's Oldest Reliable Rx Departments

I

"It's been Arizona's strategy
all season to take a few risks
on defense, but throw you off
schedule," claims Air Force coach
Ben Martin, whose Fnlcons fell
to the Wildcats, 14-10. ~<They
have an outstanding pass rush .••
it puts on the pressure • • • they
just don't stay blocked."

Cultural Program Committee
and the Albuquerque Pan-Hellenic
Present
Two cool publishers of a protest magazine
Share A Crazy Pad in Frisco Into the pad next door moves a luscious blonde
olympic swimmer
super patriot dum dum
What she does to that magazine!

SANDY BARON
JOAN McCALL
· in
•

STAR-SPANGLED
Gl RL*
Friday, Nov. 22,23-8:15
Tickets 5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
Students with Activity Cards - V2 price
Fac./staff $1.00 discount Fri. only
*P.S. ~Neil Simon wrote it!

the only UNM TD.
The Lobos got their touchdown
late in the third quarter when
Bookert plunged it across from
the one yard line. UNM began
the drive at the Aggie 32 following a :IJersonal foul p e n a 1 t y
against the Ags. The drive took
the Lobos nine plays to complete.
New Mexico State's highly regarded freshman Ron "Po" J am~s
left something to desire in his
performance as he picked up only
16 yards in four carries. He was
hampered by sore ligaments in
his knee which had bothered him
all week.
Martin-McGee Help
He left most of the groundgaining to teammates Lynn Martin and James McGee. Martin,
also a freshman, picked up 116
yards in 13 carries and one touchdown. His TD, which came with
8:51 to go in the third ;period,
was .a 74 yard beauty which
started as an off-tackle. He picked his way through four Lobo
tacklers and kept hulling his way
downfield even though he seemed
trapped by Lobo players.
McGee added another Aggie
score early in the fourth quarter
from five yards out. He also picked up 49 yards in seven carries.
Day Lights Up
The Aggies' other TD came
midway through the final period
as end Noe Chavez caught a 85

"Ive said all along that (Art)
Malone was my most consistent
player," reports Frank Kush of
Arizona State, ''but I think, really, that you. would have to say
that (George) Hummer and Malone are my two most consistent
on offense. George has been Jrty
starting center for three yearn
now. He's never made a bad snap.
And I can't recall him ever having a really bad game."

a.m. to 1

You gotta see

UNM

22 yards in six carries, and scored

put in an exciting .performance
at the )losition left (lpi!n by the
injured David Bookert.
Limited Duty
l3ookert saw limited action
but his injured ankle slowed him
down considerably. He picked up

Men!s & Ladies' Toiletries

Free Delivery

By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
Down-state rival New Mexico
State, sparked by the play of Roy
Gerela, stumbled its way to a
sloppy 33-6 win over the Lobos,
Saturday at University Stadium.
The loss was UNM's 18th in a
row and was the fourth straight
win for NMS over the Lobos. The
Aggies moved their season mark
to 5-4, while UNM is 0-9 on the
season.
Gerela, a 186-pound senior from
Powell River, B.C., scored tbe Aggies first 13 points and had one
interception in the second half to
spur NMS on to another.
Boots 3-Pointer
He got his first three points
with 6:14 to go in the initinl
:Period when he soccer-kicked a
46 yard field goal.
He added a TD with 14:27 to
go in the half when he latched
on to a five yard pass from
quarterback Loy Hayes. He added
the conversion giving the Aggies
a 1(1-0 lead. Another Gerela field
goal with 30 seconds to play in the
half gave NMS a. 13-point lead.
Lobo fans saw something new
as quarterbnck Rick Beitler turned to tailback and picked up 134
yards in 30 carries. Most fans
were surprised to see the muscnlnr Beitler in the new position
but the Durango, Colo. aenior

10
first downs
yds. rushing 116
yds. passing
21
yds. rushing
116
137
total offense
a
interceptions
0
11-41.9
6-45.6 punts-avg.
11-107 pcnalties-yds. 9-105
1
2
fumbles lost
N. 1\!. St.
3 10 6 14·38
New Mexico 0 0 6 0· 6
Attendance: 8,800

3100 Central Ave. at Richmond
C. Woodrow Wilson (Owner)

When Arizona. State's Art Malone unfurled a 97~yard run
against Utah, it marked the first
time this season that he had gain- I
ed tnore than 40 yards on one
rush.

Playtex·invents the first-day tampon"'
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it~s softer and silky (not cardbMrdy).
Inside: it1s so extra absorbent ••• it even protects on
your first day, Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind •. ,
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because itts different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you, So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
.:. , . ·· , ,. ,. ·' :, :: ., · ,
Try it fast.
;'
Why live in the past? ,.•.,
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yard .pass from Albuquerque-bred
QB Rick Day. Day was a standout star for the Duke City's Manzano High before accepting an
Aggie scholarship.
Passer Loy Hayes led all QBs
as he completed six of 23 attempts for 38 yards. Day was
four for six and gained 35 yards.
UNM's T err y Stan!!, the nation's leading passer last year,
had one of his poorest games. He
completed four of 12 attempts for
18 yards. Stone had more trouble
trying to run against the tough
NMS defense. He ran 13 times,
mostly trying to scramble from
the onrushing linemen, and picked up minus 49 yards.
Andrews Leads Defense
Left-linebacker AI Andrews
led NMS defense with eight unassisted tackles and helped on

"I cried at lot"
-H. H. H.

see
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From Coast to Coast
tho Leader in serving

the Insurance Needs

of College Men
and Women

BUTIERFIELD ••. YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE J!i,WELER

FREE!
POLAROID SWINGER
Come in and !ook·at our Orange
Blossom rings and register free
for a Polaroid Swinger! New
Contest each week.

ItS not often
•
aneng1neer
gets to
Ctesign
acompan}l.
When he does, he tends to take care
of his own kind.
He designs a company that is
one heck of a good place for an
engineer to work.
You can tell LTV Aerospace Corporation
is an engineering oriented company.

The Robert McCulloch research
laboratory is the newest and one of the
finest big labs in the country.

u•\

never got started. Both teams
were plagued by penalties. NMS
had 11 fo1· 107 yards, while UNM
had nine for 105.
The Aggies also had three pass
interceptions, one bloc)red punt
and recovered two fumbles to
throttle UNM.

2312 CENTRAL SE

The computer support is tremendous.

i·l

four others. His teammates Gerald Burns and George Wells also
had good defensive efforts.
Both teams has sloppy efforts
throughout the game. The massive
Aggie defensive line seemed sluggish and out of shape at times,
while the Lobos defensive unit

STAR SPANGLED
GIRL

The ratio of engineers to
.
everybody else is exceptionally high.

I'

,I
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Aggies Stumble To 33-6 Win Over Lobos

NMS
18
227
167
227
394

:C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy

Sundays 9

The player who led New Mexico's fall baseball team in hits
(37), doubles (8) and RBis (26)
and hit an impressive .425 is appropriately named George Ruth.

I
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The engineer who wants to be a
technical specialist here can do as well
as the engineer who gets into
administration.
The engineer who wants to keep
working on an advanced degree can
do it right here.
And the projects: they range from deep
space to the ocean floor- military
and commercial aircraft, V/STOL;
launch vehicles; extra vehicular
activity research and development; high
mobility ground vehicles: missile
systems: computer, technical and
management services.

No question about it: the engineers
at LTV Aerospace are taking care of
themselves.
An LTV Aerospace representative will
tell you how to get in on it.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, November 20
Schedule an appointment or write:
College Relations Office,
LTV Aerospace Corporation,
P. 0. Box 5907, Dallas, Texas 75222.
An equal opportunity employer.

L.'TV AERc::>SPACE Cc::;:JFlPORA'TION
QQM,.LIT71llfl T•cHNOI-OGIV' INO.
•
OIEAVICE r•t::::HNOL..OGJV' COFIPOAA..,.ICIN
Vf>UGIHT A•t:tONAUTIQ8 DIVIIIIiiiON
•
AlltSell...... AND

8......._0.

Fidelity Union Life
'

'

B
K•NY"AOIV 1-lAliVAII, 1-*r'D.
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Five UNM professors will participate in a conference aimed at
providing the best possible instruction for college students.
Representatives from 11 col-

leges in New Mexico, Arizona and
Texas will participate in the first
annual Southwestern Regional
Conference on the Improvement
of University Instruction, which

For Med School

1967.

Truman Capote author of the
best selling, "In' Cold Blood,"
will speak this evening in Popejoy
Hall at s p m
A propon~nt of law and order,
Capote spent five years reconstructing facts about the Kansas
slayings which provided material
for "In Cold Blood." Capote began writing at fifteen, and con-

I.'

i'

I'

''•

Set Ca tng

is being held at New Mexico State
University Nov. 22 and 23.
Attending from UNM will be
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum, associate
professor of psychology; Keith F.
Auger, assistant professor of elementary education; Charles L.
Beckel, associate professor of
physics; John R. Dettre, assis~ant
professor of secondary educatton ;
and Gerald W. May, assistant professor of civil engineering.
The upcoming conference is a
step towards one of the four goals
set forth in Ferrel Heady's inaugural speech, namely "to revitalize the teaching mission of
the University, particularly as it
is directed at the liberal education
of undergraduates." The delegation is to report to Chester Travelstead, academic vice-president on

Monday, Nov. 18
University of Denver School of Soeial
Work, interviews for interested students;
Fine Arts M230, 11: 30-4 :30 p.m.. AP·
pointments available through Socmlo!fY
Department Secretary at 277-2501 or m
Fine Arts M230.
.
Job interviews for Hudson School District in La Puente, Calif.: Placement Cen..
ter~

.

.

un·

UNM Sociology Dept. dlSCUSSlOn,
.Is ..
crimination Manifest nnd Latent"; F1ne
Arts Center Recital Hall: B ;30 p.m.
John Walker, executive director A.CL-q,
speech on "Student Rights and CiVIl L1·
bertles," Unimt. Ba.Ilrcom, 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 19
Editor of "Sol" magazine at UCLA
intet'Views Dr. Timothy Leary; KUNM,
8:30p.m.
•
t
"Civil Liberties and Their Re1at10n o
Student Rights," speech by Executive Di·

45 1'3 CENTRAL N.E.
~..._256-9953

rF=.~=

the UNM commun·
!ty will be llC'jCPted

rector of ACLU John Walker: Union Ball·
room Lounge; 7:30 p.m.
J h
Art exhibit of watercolors b;v FAO en
Marin. Art Musuem's lower galery, 1
;
Tuesd~y through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m·
80
7
UNM Ski Club: Union Theater; :
p,m,
Wednesday, Nov. 20
Sandia· Grotto; Union 250 D. 7 :30 p.m.
Thursdny, Nov. 21
Harold Lavender discussea the .role. of
the administration in the Un1vers1W:
KKUNM, 9 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 22
Lecture by Romano Karre of Oxford
University, "The New Philosophy of Science"; ;Education 101; 1: 30 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 24
Lecture by Romano :Harre of Oxford
11
University New Philosophy of the Mind";
Honors Ce'hter, Zimmerman Library; '7 :30
p.m.
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tomato and cheese

LQQK

Small Medium larg~
Regular •.••• $1,25 $1.5Q $2.00
$1.00 $1.50
With Coupon • 75t;

_... __

HOURS
TuH.·Thurs •..•••••••• 5 pm•l Jim
Fri. & Sol ....... , ...• 5 pm-3 am
Sunday •..•••••.••.. 5 pm·12 pm

Dr. Diane Klepper

sidered himself fully accomplished at 18.
UNM students! faculty . and
staff members w1ll be admttted
free with their activ~ty t~ckets.
Tickets for the pubhc Will be
available at Popejoy Hall box office, and will ~e $1.50 for adults
and $1 for ch1ldren.

name
II
Dogs I

Coupon Worth

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268·6848

-
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I
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FOR SALE or LEASE 2 b!lm, hardwood
floors almost new carpetmg; fireplo.ce,
nicelY landscaped, formal dining rm.
After 6 p.m. 256-3048. 4132 Marble NE.
YAMAHA 250 Enduro motorbike under
2000 mi. Good condition, has never been
driven fast. $650 or best offer. Call 247·

:, !

~636.

:HONDA S 90, excellent cotldition. Used 2
montlu!, trial drive i.! desired. 1200 miles.
Owned by a. timed girL $240. Call 247·
4636.

OOMl'LETE SET of cbopper pipes
(chromed & upswept for :Harley chopper.
.Aioo, 2 pc seat set up for choppetS.
Seats by BatES and are nearly new.
l'rlce for all above, $50. Grant. 115 B
:Harvard SE.
BRAND NEW unopened Stereo Reeordll.
Mostly popular; @2.00 eaeh (owner
switching- to tapeo). 842·8056 all day.
FOR SAioE to belt offer above $95. Ma·
miya-Sekor's Tower 37. Single lens '!e.
flex 35 with 48 mm normal and 35 wtde
angle lent1es. Excellent condition-recent
overhauL Contact Stepben l'art at Dept.
of Music, 277·2126 or mes•age to Art
Dept.
681 RENAULT R-10, 17,925 ac¥. miles,
AM·FM·SW radio, like new condJtton, 30·
35 miles per gallon, excellent tires. Have
comnany ear, must sell. Call 344·1261.
POISON . RINGS, Tiffany Lampshades,
Blacklights, Leather Purses, Strobe
Candles, Paper Flowers. Tbe BO TREE,
2218 Central SE. 242·2018.
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Separation Ordered
By Judge Larrazolo
For Tijerina's Trial
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (UPI)- tedious pace, resumes at 9 a.m. toThe week-old trial of ten Spanish- day with selection of a new jury speAmericans charged with attacking a cifically for Tijerina's trial. Only
county courthouse and kidnapping a four possible jurors had been tentadeputy came to an abrupt end Mon- tively approved last week. The judge
day when Judge Paul Larrazolo ord- dismissed the first panel of 34 venered their leader-Reies Tijerina- iremen, including those four.
to stand trial alone.
,I
Larrazolo said the decision was
The action came as a complete made "in the interest of concluding
surprise to court observers and de- the case with all people in mind."
fense attorneys alike. Two of TijeProceedings last week were conrina's three defense attorneys-John fused on occasion with several deLobo Photo by Tony Loudot".;.t._'b
Thorne of San Jose, Calif., and Bev- fense attorneys arguing among
Truman
Capote
read
from two of his works
erly Axelrod of Espanola, N.M. Truman Capote
themselves.
in Popejoy Hall Iast night. They were "A Ride
said this was the first time they
Through Spain," and "Thanksgiving Dinner."
knew the judge was seriously conby
sidering a severance of the case. All
defendants except Tijerina had asked for a severance.
Tijerina Claims Conspiracy
Tijerina told The Lobo that LarraBy GEORGE CAMPBELL
zolo said the reason he changed the
But Lavender was clear in explainHe stated that the addition of stuStaff
Writer
trial procedure was because "they
ing that he felt "the administrative dents to decision-making committees
are trying to save money for the
style of UNM makes it difficult to this year was a step in this direction.
Vice President for Student Affairs
state."
take
on an impersonal or corporate
On the question of academic freeHarold Lavender defined the univeratmosphere."
"It is nothing but a conspiracy. In sity as a "community of scholars
dom, Lavender said that the univerone word it is a conspiracy," added with students forming an essential
Contrary to the above method, sity "must be an arena in which
Tijerina.
Lavender said that the UNM meth- social change is battled about," and
part of this community" during a
Larrazolo refused to comment on taped interview at KUNM yesterday.
od of decision-making is more on the that "because of its mission, the uni:
his reason for making Tijerina stand
lines
of a "participatory democracy" versity cannot commit itself to a
The statement came at the begintrial alone.
in that those who will be affected by point of view, because it then bening of an interview conducted to
The ten are charged with kidnap- discuss "The Role of the Administradecisions have a voice in making de- comes an advocate, and the freedom
cisions.
ping assault on a jail and false im- tion at the University."
(Continued on Page 2)
prisonment. Two law officers were
Lavender stated that the adminisshot, others were beaten and several tration is "charged with the responpersons kidnapped when a group of sibility to provide the climate, locale,
armed men attacked the Rio Arriba and opportunity for the conducting
County courthouse in northern New of education and research."
Mexico June 5, 1967.
He also said that the administraAlianza Claims Land
tion "must manage the routine with
1
Year-old vagrancy charges against
'The dismissal may set some precThe attack came only a few days skill, service, and efficiency."
Roger
Y.
Anderson,
a
UNM
geology
edent about what constitutes lawful
after state police had broken up a
Decisions Become Authoritarian
professor; Larry Russell and Jerry business around high school and col.:
meeting of Tijerina's organization
He cited admissions and the colWasser, UNM students; and Jerry lege campuses," Anderson said.
in a nearby town. The organization, lecting of data as examples of "rouMadison, were dismissed yesterday
known as the "Aiianza," claims the tine." In the same line, he said that
Anderson added that, "the dismisby
the
New
Mexico
State
District
government should return millions it is possible for an institution to
sal of the charges may make it more
Court.
of acres of land in the southwestern take on the aspects of a "corporadifficult for police and authorities to
The four were previously convict- make vagrancy arrests on or near
United States to heirs of ancient tion," in that it becomes impersonal
ed in municipal coul't of violating campuses."
Spanish land grants.
and that decisions are handed down
the city vagrancy statute 24E, loiterThe trial, which has moved at a in an authoritarian way.
ing on or about school grounds. The
original charges came over a year
ago after the four were arrested
while distributing information leaflets at Albuquerque's Highland high
"The Star Spangled Girl," a
school.
At yesterday's appeal trial, High- ·Broadway comedy hit by Neil Simon
The Student Publications Board at and then forgotten."
land high attendance director Micky will ·play at Popejoy Hall Nov. 22
selected Lynn Hudson to be the new
The new Thunderbird editor said
Miller, Highland principal A. D. and23.
editor of UNM's literary magazine, she plans to publish the magazine
The play, which has been called ~<a
Crumm, and three Albuquerque pothe Thunderbird, yesterday.
before Christmas, and distribute it
lice officers testified that the four had great an glorious laugh jackpot''
Miss Hudson r e p I a c e s Keith before semester break. She believes
been on school grounds and had been features the off-beat adventures·'bf
Davis, who resigned last Thursday it should come out once a semester.
two youthful publishers of a political
distributing leaflets.
for "academic reasons!'
Miss Hudson also wants to see
After the city presented its case, protest magazine, who meet the proMiss Hudson, an English major, "activities stimulating to literary
Paul Phillips, ACLU attorney, mov- verbial girl next door. The girl,
said her general policy will be to and artistic pursuits such as poetl·y
ed for dismissal. Anderson said that played by Margaret O'Brien, turns
"awaken interest in the literary readings and paint-ins, because it
Judge Robert Reidy dismissed the out to be a beautiful Olympic swimmagazine as a reflection of student has been my experience that comcase on the grounds that what the mer with a knowledge of judo and a
life and community life by using it munication and contribution go
defendants were doing "could not be large amount of patriotism.
as an instrument of expression, both along with each other."
considered loitering, and that a
Sandy Baron and Lyman Ward
artistic and lite1·ary."
Miss Hudson lists her previous excharge of littering might be applic- play the two young publishers who
She wants to makq the magazine perience as review editor· and special
able but it would then have to be vie for her favors.
11
an exciting and vital part of stu- assistant to the editor of a literary
directed against the high school stuTickets for the 8:15 performances
dent life rather than pomething that ' magazine at the American College in
dents who actually disposed of some are available at the Popejoy Hall box
comes out once a year to be glanced Paris.
of the leaflets."
office.

"Great for Children,
Too"
-

lenses

In Vagrancy Case

~ENJ. SPOCK

Verdict: Overturned

see
STAR SPANGLED
GIRL

SERVICES
FREE MlN1 LESSONS for Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics, Your campus representative promlsea that yon'll be reading faater when you )eave tban when
you came in. Next Monday night in the
SUB at 6: 30, room 231 E.
LOST
LOST, Nov. 7, s~ mo. od, white & caramel colored female kitten. Recent scar
on hind paw. Reward. Call 842-5427
after 5 p.m.
1

Work in Europe
American Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobz
in 15 countries, study at a famous univ'ersity, take a Grand
Tour, transatlantic transportation, travel independently. All
permits, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Europe.
For educational fun-filled &
profitable experience of a lifetime send $ 2 for handbook
(overseas handling, airmail reply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study &
cvammed with other valuable
·info, to: Dept. M, ASIS, 22 ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City, Grand Duchy of Lux.

KUNM

Role of Administration Discussed

FOR SALE
FOR SALE complete set Encycoledia Brit.
tanica 1967 Edition with 68 & 69 supplement Inew). $375. eash. Call after 5 p.m.
'

Tuesday, November 19, 1968

Lavender Interviewed

Want Ads
842.·8919 0 2.42.-11701.

~
~

.d.

Capote To Speak Tonight

''

'

Conference

New Dean Set
Dr. Diane J. Klepper, chief
resident in medicine at Bernalillo
County Medical Center, has been
named Assistant Dean in charge
of Student Affairs at the :UNM
School of Medicine.
Miss Klepper received her B.A.
from the University of Kansas,
her M.A. from Columbia University and her M.D. from the Univer~ity of Kanljlas Schoo~ of Medicine.
She served her internship at
the University of Washington
School of Medicine, and has been
a resident at the Bernalillo County Medical Center since July,

NEW
EXI
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U. Professors To Attend

Teaching

'i
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In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable 'lnd convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
them. But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one fens
solution for complete contact fens care.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth o.f bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision.
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
the eye's fluids. That's because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc ..

i
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New T-Bird Editor Selected;
Plans To Awake U's Interest

Broadway Comedy
Will Play at UNM
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